Colonization brings huge effect to the world, not only physically but also mentally. People other than white skin people are forced to accept the untruth situation of racism. African Americans well known as Black society is the most society that effected deep from the colonization era. Many of black people are tortured like animal instead of human being.

From the idea of discrimination leads to the concept of colonizes and colonized, dominates and dominated, and who is being rules and ruled. White who hates black attempts to make organisation such as Ku Klux Klan.

KKK or Ku Klux Klan is a racial organization that is famous in the United States. This organization attacks people based on their skin colour, worse it tries to vanish black people from the land because of their personal belief which involves religion of Christianity in their action. They called themselves the patriotic organization which present the White Christian of their mission to rebuild a “collapsing society” or more specific the society who has changed not only the point of views but also the beliefs, where there are no standard status of human race; black have same priorities and duties in this world.

*A Time to Kill* a legal suspense thriller authored by John Grisham in 1989 is one of the novel that describes KKK activities inside of the story. In
the novel KKK uses this kind of concept and creates theirs identity of superiority. This fake superiority image is created only because they want to hide their incapability, weakness, and intimidation - back to the main idea of struggling. Moreover, the story of the novel focuses on black male character that kills two white men who raped his daughter. The condition directly re-activates KKK in the society. The story takes time set in the late 1980s, where there is no more racism. The story reveals discrimination still happen until the present days.

The writer figures that post-colonialism approach is suitable to analyse the truth why discrimination happens and why it keep exist. The writer focuses in studying the KKK, more to the truth behind their power. As a conclusion the writer finds out that KKK is only camouflage to hide each member fear.

The novel takes the set of time around 1980s. At that time society has already changed. People’s thoughts are more complex and simple. No longer discrimination and racism no longer exist in the public.

KKK actually feels insecure by the existence of black, worse the truth is they are actually have no power. In the attempts to hide their powerless, they reform a group or organisation like Ku Klux Klan to tell the society that they still the highest race; the way of ‘Whiteman’s burden’. White people who have this concept in their mind, forms a group, community or organization to struggle.
KKK is actually powerless, each members of the Klan are afraid of the black independence. The novel takes the set of time around 1980s. At that time society has already changed. People’s thoughts are more complex and simple. No longer discrimination and racism no longer exist in the public. There are no longer differentiation between white and black. The perception has already changed, and black have already aware of their well being.